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Acquired radioresistance in EMT6 
mouse mammary carcinoma 
cell line is mediated by CTLA‑4 
and PD‑1 through JAK/STAT/PI3K 
pathway
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Cancer recurrence is often associated with the acquisition of radioresistance by cancer tissues 
due to failure in radiotherapy. The underlying mechanism leading to the development of acquired 
radioresistance in the EMT6 mouse mammary carcinoma cell line and the potential pathway 
involved was investigated by comparing differential gene expressions between parental and 
acquired radioresistance cells. EMT6 cell line was exposed to 2 Gy/per cycle of gamma‑ray and the 
survival fraction between EMT6‑treated and parental cells was compared.  EMT6RR_MJI (acquired 
radioresistance) cells was developed after 8 cycles of fractionated irradiation. The development of 
 EMT6RR_MJI cells was confirmed with further irradiation at different doses of gamma‑ray, and both 
the survival fraction and migration rates were measured. Higher survival fraction and migration rates 
were obtained in  EMT6RR_MJI cells after exposure to 4 Gy and 8 Gy gamma‑ray irradiations compared 
to their parental cells. Gene expression between  EMT6RR_MJI and parental cells was compared, and 16 
genes identified to possess more than tenfold changes were selected and validated using RT‑PCR. 
Out of these genes, 5 were significantly up‑regulated i.e., IL‑6, PDL‑1, AXL, GAS6 and APCDD1. 
Based on pathway analysis software, the development of acquired radioresistance in  EMT6RR_MJI was 
hypothesized through JAK/STAT/PI3K pathway. Presently, CTLA‑4 and PD‑1 were determined to be 
associated with JAK/STAT/PI3K pathway, where both their expressions were significantly increased 
in  EMT6RR_MJI compared to parental cells in the 1st, 4th and 8th cycle of radiation. As a conclusion, the 
current findings provided a mechanistic platform for the development of acquired radioresistance in 
 EMT6RR_MJI through overexpression of CTLA‑4 and PD‑1, and novel knowledge on therapeutic targets 
for recurrent radioresistant cancers.

Abbreviations
APCDD1  Adenomatosis polyposis downregulated 1
AXL  AXL receptor tyrosine kinase
CTLA-4  Cytotoxic-lymphocyte antigen-4
DMEM  Dulbecco’s modified eagle’s medium
ECL  Enhanced chemiluminescence
EMT  Epithelial-mesenchymal transition
FBS  Foetal bovine serum
GAS6  Growth-arrest-specific gene 6
IgG  Immunoglobulin G
IL-6  Interleukin-6
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NGS  Next generation sequencing
PD-1  Programmed death-1
PD-L1  Programmed death-ligand 1
RIPA  Radioimmunoprecipitation assay
TILs  Tumour infiltrating lymphocytes
WNT  Wnt family member

Breast cancer is one of the leading causes of mortality among women with an estimated 2.1 million cases 
 worldwide1. The standard treatments for breast cancer are usually a combination of surgery, radiation, chemo-
therapy, and targeted  therapy2. The main role of adjuvant radiotherapy in breast cancer is to prevent local recur-
rence by eradicating residual micro-metastases tissues. Unfortunately, local recurrence and distant metastases 
are still a problem even in the early stage of breast cancer and with higher incidence in locally advanced breast 
cancer patients. These recurrences have been documented to occur even after more than 15 years of  diagnosis3. 
It is hypothesised that part of the failure in radiotherapy ability to prevent local recurrence in breast cancer is 
due to the presence of cells that are resistant to irradiation and therefore survive radiotherapy. These cells then 
repopulated leading to tumour regrowth or recurrent at the previous irradiated area.

The ability of cancer cells to develop acquired radioresistance is associated with multiple factors including 
signalling pathway dysregulation, activation of DNA damage, existence of cancer stem cells, cancer metabo-
lism changes and epithelial-to-mesenchymal transformation. Hypoxic microenvironments of tumours may also 
induce cancer cells to acquire aggressive phenotypes that are able to escape  treatment4,5.

EMT is defined as a biological transition of epithelial cells to mesenchymal cells. This transition involved 
changes of cell-to-cell interaction and cellular matrix properties leading to enhanced cell migratory and 
 invasiveness6. EMT is involved in tumour progression leading to metastasis and development of cancer stem 
cells. Thus, it has significant and crucial role in cancer cell  resistance7–9. EMT has been associated with resistance 
to drug treatment in various studies through the formation of cancer stem  cells10, enhanced  metastases11 and 
activation of survival  pathways12–14. More evidences showed EMT contributing to radioresistance  incidents14–16 
through modulation of various pathways 17.

The association between genes and radioresistance in various types of cancers has been extensively investi-
gated. However, there is an insufficient understanding of the underlying mechanism of radioresistance in EMT 
due to a lack of model  systems4. To address this matter, we developed an in vitro model of EMT radioresistance 
cells  (EMT6RR_MJI) using epithelial mouse mammary carcinoma cells (EMT6). The differential in gene expressions 
and pathways involved between  EMT6RR_MJI and parental cells were investigated to obtain a more comprehensive 
profile of the molecular network associated with radioresistance in breast cancer cells. Gene expression and 
pathway analysis showed increment of expressions in CTLA-4 and PD-1 which led us to further determine the 
expression of these proteins in EMT6 cell line.

Results
Development of acquired EMT6 radioresistance cells  (EMT6RR_MJI) after fractionated irradia‑
tion. The survival fraction of parental EMT6 cells after gamma-ray irradiation with a fractionated dose of 
2  Gy/cycle up to 16  Gy (8 cycles) was presented in Fig.  1. The mean survival fraction of parental cells was 
decreased until the 2nd cycle (4 Gy). However, it increased after the 3rd and 4th cycles, but decreased again in 
the 5th cycle (10 Gy). It plateaued up to the 7th cycle (14 Gy) and slightly increased towards the final 8th cycle 
(16 Gy). The mean survival fractions were maintained from the 5th to 7th cycles, indicating the EMT6 cells have 
developed acquired resistance towards gamma-ray. Thus, radioresistance EMT6 cells were successfully devel-

Figure 1.  Survival fraction of EMT6 cells after fractionated dose irradiation. The survival fractions of untreated 
and treated parental EMT6 cells are presented by the respective solid and dotted lines. (Data n = 3, mean ± s.d) 
(The result presented was partially  published18).
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oped from parental cells using fractionated irradiation at 2 Gy/cycle. This cell is copyright as  EMT6RR_MJI cells 
with Intellectual Property Corporation of Malaysia (MyIPO) with serial number: CRLY00024431).

Higher survival fraction between  EMT6RR_MJI and parental cells. The comparison between the sur-
vival fraction of  EMT6RR_MJI with parental cells was presented in Fig. 2. The mean survival fraction for both 
cells decreased with increasing doses of irradiation. The survival fraction of  EMT6RR_MJI was lower compared to 
parental cells (p < 0.05) after irradiation with 2 Gy. However, at higher irradiations of 4 Gy and 8 Gy, the survival 
fractions of  EMT6RR_MJI were higher compared to parental cells (p < 0.005), indicating cells have acquired radi-
oresistance to gamma-ray.

Increased invasion and migration potentials in  EMT6RR_MJI compared to parental cells. Based 
on scratch assay, the migration ability of  EMT6RR_MJI after irradiation in comparison with parental cells was 

Figure 2.  The survival fraction of  EMT6RR_MJI and parental cells after being treated with gamma-ray irradiation 
with 2, 4 and 8 Gy in a single fraction. The survival fractions of  EMT6RR_MJI and EMT6 cells are presented by 
the dotted and solid lines, respectively (*p < 0.05, ***p < 0.0005 significant compared between  EMT6RR_MJI with 
parental cells at the same irradiation dosage) (Data n = 3, mean ± s.d).

Figure 3.  (a) Cell migration detected using scratch assay of  EMT6RR_MJI and parental cells in treated and sham 
control groups, 24 h post-irradiation. (b)  EMT6RR_MJI showed increased migration to 4 Gy and 8 Gy gamma-ray 
irradiation compared to parental cells after 24 h. (#p < 0.01, *p < 0.05) (Data n = 3 ± s.d).
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observed (Fig. 3a,b). Both parental and  EMT6RR_MJI cells appeared as the most confluent after irradiation for 
36 h causing difficulties in measuring the scratch area for comparison of cell migration between these cells. The 
migration potential was analysed only at 24 h and a significant increment in  EMT6RR_MJI migration was observed 
compared to parental cells after exposure to 4 Gy and 8 Gy. It was not observed in the control and 2 Gy-treated 
groups. These findings indicated that the rates of migration and invasion in radioresistance cells increased with 
an increment in gamma-ray treatment dose.

Different functional gene pathways regulated in  EMT6RR_MJI compared to parental cells. Based 
on Next Generation Sequencing analysis (NGS), the changes in gene expressions associated pathways were ana-
lysed using KEGG pathway classification. A total of 848 genes was identified to exhibit significant differences 
(p < 0.05) between both parental EMT6 and  EMT6RR_MJI cells, with 418 genes upregulated and 430 genes down-
regulated. The top 10 genes that were either upregulated or downregulated were presented in Fig.  4A,B. In 
summary, most of the upregulated genes were associated with general oncogenic signalling cascades such as 
Focal adhesion, Jak-STAT, and PI3K-Akt. While most of the downregulated genes were associated with cellular 
processes including cell cycle, DNA replication, and p53.

Figure 4.  Bioinformatics analysis of the functional pathways contributing to radioresistance in  EMT6RR_MJI 
cells. List of top 10 significant molecular pathways determined by KEGG pathway analysis as described by 
Kaneisha et al.19 for all 418 upregulated genes (A) and 430 downregulated genes (B) in  EMT6RR_MJI cells.
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Potential target genes for acquired radioresistance in  EMT6RR_MJI cells. The possible pathway 
associated with acquiring radioresistance was investigated by analysing the expression of selected genes obtained 
from NGS data. The expression of these genes was more than tenfold difference in comparison between  EMT6RR_

MJI with parental cells (16 genes), as well as genes that were exclusively expressed in  EMT6RR_MJI cells (5 genes). 
The expression of these genes was validated using RT-PCR. The selected genes, their functional pathways and Q 
values were presented in Table 1. The expression of selected genes in all treated groups  (EMT6RR_MJI cells) at 1st, 
4th and 8th cycles (Cycle 1 = 2 Gy, Cycle 4 = 8 Gy and Cycle 8 = 16 Gy) in comparison to control parental group 
(EMT6 cells) at similar cycles were presented as fold changes in Fig. 5a.

The expression of APCDD1 (p < 0.001), IL-6 (p < 0.001), SHC2 (p < 0.001), IGFBP4 (p < 0.001), GAS6 (p < 0.01) 
and AXL (p < 0.001) genes were upregulated at 8th cycle in  EMT6RR_MJI compared to EMT6 cells in 1st cycle. The 
five genes that were exclusively expressed in  EMT6RR_MJI cells were also analysed in parental and EMT6-treated 
groups at 1st and 8th cycles, respectively. The expression of 3 out of 5 genes i.e., NEGR1 (p < 0.001), NKD2 
(p < 0.01) and ALCAM (p < 0.001) were significantly higher in EMT6-treated groups compared to parental cells. 
Even though MMP and NGF were respectively up- and downregulated in EMT6-treated group, these changes 
were not significant (Fig. 5b). Based on results presented in Fig. 5 and with references to Table 1, the possible 
pathways responsible for acquired radioresistance in  EMT6RR_MJI cells to gamma-ray are concluded as tumour 
immune response, JAK-STAT3 and PI3K-AKT signalling pathways.

Protein expressions related to acquired radioresistance in  EMT6RR_MJI cells. Based on gene 
expression results, the possible involvement of the JAK/STAT/PI3K pathway in the development of  EMT6RR_MJI 
cells was further ascertained by the determination of PD-1 and CTLA-4 expressions, which have been reported 
to be associated with this pathway. The expression of PD-1 and CTLA-4 proteins was determined in  EMT6RR_MJI 
and parental cells at each cycle. As shown in Fig. 6a, the expression of PD-1 was higher in  EMT6RR_MJI compared 
to parental EMT6 cells at every cycle (Cycle 1, p < 0.05; Cycle 4, p < 0.05; Cycle 8, p < 0.01). Similarly, CTLA-4 
protein was also higher in  EMT6RR_MJI compared to parental EMT6 cells at every cycle (Cycle 1, p < 0.05; Cycle 
4, p < 0.001; Cycle 8, p < 0.001) (Fig. 6b).

Discussion
The mechanism leading to acquired radioresistance in EMT cells is not well understood due to the lack of a model 
system available for investigation. Currently, we have successfully developed a novel radioresistance  EMT6RR_MJI 
from parental EMT6 cells to be used as a model system for molecular profiling in relation to cell response caused 
by irradiation exposure.

EMT6RR_MJI cells was developed using fractionated irradiation by repeatedly exposing parental cells to 
gamma-ray irradiation at 2 Gy dose for each cycle up to 16 Gy (8th cycles) and allowing cells to recover up to 
80% in confluency in between fractions. The general concept of fractionated irradiation is to develop an acquired 
radioresistance model, i.e.,  EMT6RR_MJI cells as a mechanistic platform to investigate the underlying mechanism 
of radioresistance in EMT. The technique used was slightly modified. Previously, prostate cancer, 22Rv1 cells 
acquired radioresistance and validated by increment in survival fraction after exposure to fractionated irradiation 
with 2 Gy dose of X-rays once daily for 5 days a week, and continued for a duration of 5 to 7 weeks, with a total 
accumulative dose of 60  Gy20–24. The source of X-ray irradiation was obtained from the RS225 cabinet irradia-
tor (250 keV, 15 Ma) (Gulmay Medical, Surrey, UK)22. Similarly, multiple cell lines developed radioresistance 
within 2 to 3 weeks of fractionated gamma-ray irradiation at 2 Gy for a duration of 5 days and continued for 

Table 1.  List of potential target genes selected based on bioinformatics analysis of functional pathways 
contributing to radioresistance in  EMT6RR_MJI cells.

Genes Functional signalling pathways Q-values

IL6 PI3K-AKT, JAK-STAT3, MAPK 0.007

GAS6 PI3K-AKT, JAK-STAT3, EGFR  < 0.001

VEGFC PI3K-AKT, Focal adhesion  < 0.001

SHC2 PI3K-AKT, RAS/MEK/ERK  < 0.001

AXL JAK-STAT3, MAPK 0.03

COX-2 EGFR  < 0.001

IL23A MTOR 0.043

FASCIN MTOR 0.001

RASGRP3 Tumor immune response 0.001

MTOR Tumor immune response 0.0072

P62 WNT 0.03

IGFBP4 IGF  < 0.001

LC3II Autophagy 0.002

PD-L1 JAK-STAT3 0.001

CD8A JAK-STAT3 0.039

APCDD1 WNT  < 0.001
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a subsequent 6 weeks in  total24. The source of the gamma-ray was generated from a Gammacell® 220 Research 
Irradiator (MDS Nordion, Canada)25.

The acquired radioresistance in  EMT6RR_MJI cells was validated by irradiating both  EMT6RR_MJI and parental 
cells with gamma-ray, and then subjected to clonogenic and scratch assays. As expected, the survival fraction of 
 EMT6RR_MJI was higher compared to parental cells, thus confirming the radioresistance property of  EMT6RR_MJI 
cells to gamma-ray. The migratory rate of  EMT6RR_MJI was also higher compared to parental cells after exposure 
to gamma-ray at 2 Gy, 4 Gy and 8 Gy. An increment in the migration potential of  EMT6RR_MJI cells indicate 
greater invasive metastatic potential compared to parental  cells24. These findings concur with the increment in 
migratory ability of MCF-7 RR and MDA-MB RR radioresistance breast cancer cells compared to their parental 
 cells4. Similarly, the expression of mesenchymal markers in doxorubicin-resistant MCF-7 cells increased in cor-
relation with their invasive and metastatic potentials, thus making them resistant to  chemotherapy25. Hence, 
this could be a potential cause for the recurrence of cancer and further understanding on how EMT leads to 
resistance to treatment is needed.

The exploration of potential underlying genes and pathways responsible for rendering EMT cells resistant to 
irradiation using  EMT6RR_MJI, was performed by NGS method. IL-6, PDL-1, AXL, GAS6 and APCDD1 genes 
were upregulated in  EMT6RR_MJI after gamma-ray irradiation at 8th cycle compared to parental cells. Based on the 
association between immune system and inflammatory processes within tumours, it is suggested that inflamma-
tion may provide tumour-promoting signals contributing to poorer  outcomes26. One of the genes suggested was 
interleukin (IL)-6. This gene and its family members were identified as key players and biomarkers in the patho-
genesis of several chronic inflammatory diseases including cancer through the initiation of tumour, subsequent 
growth and  metastasis27–30. Hyperactivity of IL-6 through JAK/STAT3 pathway leads to an increase in tumour 

Figure 5.  (a,b) The expression of target genes associated with acquired radioresistance in  EMT6RR_MJI and 
parental cells was validated by RT-PCR. (a) The expression of selected genes that have tenfold changes based on 
NGS analysis at 1, 4 and 8 cycles between  EMT6RR_MJI and parental cells: (b) The expression of genes exclusively 
expressed in  EMT6RR_MJI compared to parental cells at 8th cycle; *p < 0.05 vs 0 Gy (1st cycle), **p < 0.01 vs 0 Gy 
(1st cycle), ***p < 0.001 vs 0 Gy (1st cycle) (Data n = 3, mean ± s.d).
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proliferation, invasiveness, metastatic ability and chemoresistance in colorectal cancer through enhancement of 
EMT; while actively suppressing antitumour immune response through downregulation of programmed death-
ligand 1 (PD-L1)31. The upregulation of IL-6 is in accordance with other studies, indicating its contribution to 
radioresistance in EMT cells. Its upregulation in tumour microenvironment was associated with malignant phe-
notypes and subsequent resistance to  chemotherapy21,26,30. The expression levels of IL-6 and its family members 
can be useful to diagnose prognosis of relapse-free survival and recurrence in cancer  patients21,30,32.

As a member of an immunoglobulin superfamily, PD-1 is one of the most important inhibitory checkpoint 
molecules that governed T cell activities. PD-1 was expressed at low levels in immune system resting  cells33. Over-
expression of PD-1 enabled tumour cells to be protected from cytotoxic T  lymphocytes34 and the development 
of anti-PD-1/PD-L1 antibodies is believed to be the core area in cancer  immunotherapy35,36. Overexpression of 
PD-L1 predicted the clinical outcomes of patients with lower-grade glioma after receiving  radiotherapy37. Mice 
lacking in PD-1 developed autoimmune disorders, indicating its role in the regulation of immune response. 
Upregulation of PD-L1 was consistent with immunohistochemistry results of patients with oesophageal squa-
mous cell carcinoma (ESCC) after irradiation with X-rays. The investigation of both proteins in resistance human 
breast cancer model that can mimic the tumour microenvironment architecture of breast cancer will increase 
the significance of the data. The availability of a feline model for breast cancer microenvironment study enables 
scientists to determine the involvement of PD-1 and PD-L1 proteins in the radioresistance of  felines38,39.

PD-1 mRNA was upregulated in 20% of breast tumours as compared to normal breast  tissue40,41. Another 
study reported overexpression of PD-1/PD-L1 mRNA among half (55% to 59%) of breast cancer  patients40,42. 
Based on the invasive lobular carcinoma histologic sub-type, breast cancers were divided into immune- and 
hormone-related, with the former cases expressing higher mRNA expression of PD-L1, PD-1, and CTLA-4 43. 
PD-L1 triggered an inhibitory signalling pathway preventing T-cell  activation32. By this way, immune-mediated 
cell death was avoided and continued to proliferate and survived in the tumour  microenvironment44 thus escap-
ing from treatment and causing resistance. PD-L1 was expressed on the cell surface of several types of cancers 
including breast  cancer45,46.

PD-1 and its ligand (PD-L1), as well as CTLA-4 immune checkpoint pathways reduce T-cells activation to 
preserve peripheral tolerance. Cancer cells were able to utilize these pathways to generate an immunosuppres-
sive state that allowed tumours to grow and proliferate rather than destroyed by immune  system47. CTLA-4 and 
PD-1 proteins were overexpressed in both immune T-cells and various cancers such as  melanoma48,49, ovarian, 
breast, prostate, and  pancreatic50,51. Accordingly, these proteins were expressed in  EMT6RR_MJI cells. Blocking 
T cell inhibitory pathways has become the new cancer treatment approach and immunological suppressive 
pathways involving CTLA-4 and PD-1 are actively  studied52,53. The severity of patients diagnosed with mela-
noma, lung, renal, and bladder cancers significantly improved and benefited from anti-CTLA-4 and anti-PD-1 
 monotherapies54–58. A reduction in tumour development obtained by blocking CTLA-4 or PD-1 pathways, 
provides justification for the inhibition of immune checkpoints in cancer  treatment59,60.

CTLA-4 acted as a cell surface receptor and inhibited T cells from transmitting immunological  signals61. 
CTLA-4 and Tregs (regulatory T cells) signify complementary and overlapping mechanisms of immune toler-
ance. Tregs’ suppressive activity was decreased due to impairment of CTLA-4 62,63. CTLA-4 competes with its 
homologue, CD28 for ligand CD80/CD86, thus interfering with CD28-mediated T cell activation and decreasing 

Figure 6.  Comparison of PD-1 and CTLA-4 protein expressions between  EMT6RR_MJI and parental cells at 
1st, 4th and 8th cycles of gamma-ray irradiation. Statistical analysis exhibits an increase of both (a) PD-1 and 
(b) CTLA-4 protein expressions in  EMT6RR_MJI at all cycles compared to parental cells. The original image blot 
for beta actin is presented in Supplementary Fig. 2 while for PD-1 and CTLA-4 is presented in Supplementary 
Fig. 3; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (Data n = 3, mean ± s.d).
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 response64. Overexpression of CTLA-4 protein in four different breast cancer and tumorigenic cell lines indicates 
its association with resistance towards  radiotherapy65. Accordingly, CTLA-4 overexpression was associated with 
poor survival in breast cancer  patients55,65. The association between a better prognosis with CTLA-4 overexpres-
sion in tumour infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) implied the crucial role of CTLA-4 in escape immune response 
by  tumours40,66.

Apart from IL-6 and PD-1, three other genes i.e., AXL, GAS6 and APCDD1 were also overexpressed in 
 EMT6RR_MJI cells, indicating an association with acquiring radioresistance to gamma-ray. AXL is a tyrosine kinase 
receptor expressed in various cancer types and associated with poor prognosis and resistance to  treatment44. 
GAS6/AXL was involved in promoting tumour cells’ proliferation, survival, and angiogenesis. AXL was identified 
as an essential migration regulator and inducer of  EMT44,67. Its overexpression protects breast cancer cells from 
apoptosis, hence escaping treatment and subsequently resistance to radiotherapy. APCDD1 is an inhibitor of 
WNT signalling  pathway68 and a promoter for colorectal cancer  proliferation31 and  tumorigenesis44. However, 
APCDD1 expression was decreased in invasive breast cancer cells compared to non-invasive  cells69, due to its 
inhibitory function in WNT signalling pathway. Despite numerous studies, there is very little scientific under-
standing regarding the association of APCDD1 with radioresistance.

In conclusion, radioresistance cells,  EMT6RR_MJI was successfully developed from parental cells after 8 cycles 
of radiation (2 Gy each cycle). Using NGS and bioinformatic software, several overexpressed genes were iden-
tified and believed to be associated with the development of acquired radioresistance in  EMT6RR_MJI through 
JAK/STAT/PI3K pathway. PD-1 and CTLA-4, that were associated with JAK/STAT/PI3K pathway was later 
confirmed overexpressed in  EMT6RR_MJI by Western blot. Further study is required to develop an in vivo model 
mimicking tumour microenvironment architecture of breast cancer to clarify comprehensive pathways as target 
for immunological suppression and subsequently reducing tumour development.

Methods
Cells and culture condition. EMT6 mouse mammary cancer cells or EMT6 parental cells (American Type 
Culture Collection, Virginia, USA) were cultured in T25 flask containing 12 mL Dulbecco’s modified eagle’s 
medium (DMEM), supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% streptomycin and penicillin up 
to the 4th passages. Cells were incubated in a humidified atmosphere with 5%  CO2 at 37 °C until 70% to 80% 
confluence before irradiated with gamma-ray. The culture media components used were tissue culture grade 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA).

Development of  EMT6RR_MJI through irradiation of parental cells. Parental EMT6 cells cultured 
in T25 flasks (ThermoFisher Scientific, USA) containing 12 mL complete medium were exposed to gamma-ray 
irradiation using a Gamma cell 220 Excel (MDS NORDION/GC 220 E, Department of Nuclear Science, Faculty 
of Science and Technology, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia) with an initial dose of 2 Gy; and then repeated 
with another 2 Gy for each cycle to mimic the irradiation protocol in human until radioresistance cells were 
developed. The development of radioresistance in these cells was measured using survival fraction data obtained 
from clonogenic assay.

After the initial dose of irradiation (2 Gy), cells were incubated again in 5%  CO2 for 2 h before harvested 
and divided into two parts. The first half was collected and adjusted to specific seeding densities for clonogenic 
assay to determine the survival fraction. The other half (3 ×  105 cells) was grown in T25 flask until 70 to 80% 
confluency and used for the next cycle of irradiation. For each irradiation cycle, cells were cultured in T25 flask 
in triplicate. During each cycle of irradiation, survival fraction was measured. The radioresistance cells were 
successfully developed when survival fraction was higher, and constant compared to previous cycle and the 
protocol was ceased (Supplementary Fig. 1).

Clonogenic assay. Clonogenic assay is a gold standard to measure radiation effect by measuring survival 
fraction of irradiated cells 70,71. Briefly, all groups of irradiated (treated EMT6 cells) and sham control (parental 
EMT6 cells) were incubated at 37 °C for 2 h, trypsinized and diluted to the desired concentrations for clonogenic 
plating in separate 100 mm petri dishes. Cells were allowed to grow and form colonies within eight  days72. A 
colony is defined to consist of at least 50 cells. Colonies fixation and staining were conducted by staining cells 
with 0.5% crystal violet in 50/50 methanol/water for 5 min. Cells were rinsed with tap water and left to dry at 
room temperature. Cell colonies were scanned using a scanner (Epson V600, Japan) and counted using ImageJ 
software version 1.53  k (https:// imagej. nih. gov/ ij/ index. html). The plating efficiency of sham control and all 
treatment groups to gamma-ray irradiation was calculated using the formula:

The survival fraction of cells for each treatment was calculated by normalizing the plating efficiency of treat-
ment with sham control group.

Confirmation of radioresistance  EMT6RR_MJI cells development. Irradiation with different doses of 
gamma‑ray. The development of  EMT6RR_MJI cells from their parental cells was confirmed by further irradiat-
ing sham control (parental EMT6 cells) and radioresistance EMT6 cell groups with different dosages of gamma-
ray at 2 Gy, 4 Gy and 8 Gy. Both cells’ groups have similar passage numbers. The survival fraction of both cell 
groups was determined using clonogenic assay.

(Number of colonies/numbers of cell-seeded) × 100.

https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/index.html
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Scratch assay. A total of 2.5 ×  105 parental and  EMT6RR_MJI cells were plated separately into each well of 12-well 
plates for 48 h up to 80% confluency. Cells were wounded by scratching with a 10 µL pipette tip. The debris was 
later removed, and cells were washed once with 1 mL growth medium. This is to assure smooth edges of scratch 
area. Cells were then incubated in DMEM containing 0.5% FBS. Cell migration was assessed by a monolayer gap 
closure of scratch area. Here, the image of scratch area was captured at initial time (0 h) and after 24-, 36- and 
72-h using an inverted microscope (Leica, Germany). Then, the area was measured by ImageJ software version 
1.53 k (https:// imagej. nih. gov/ ij/ index. html). software using the wound healing size tool  plugin73. Data were 
calculated using the calculation below and presented as a percentage of cell migration.

where  A1 and  A2 are the respective scratch areas at initial time and after 24 h.

Comparison of gene analysis between  EMT6RR_MJI with parental cells. RNA extraction and next 
generation sequencing. Total RNA was extracted from both cells (2.5 ×  105) using a Macherey–Nagel RNA ex-
traction kit (MN, Germany) following the manufacturer’s instructions. A NanoDropTM Spectrophotometer 
(ND-1000 Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) was used to quantify RNA and assess contamination. NGS was gen-
erated using RNA-seq technology. Sequencing was carried out using BGISEQ-500 platform at BGI Genomics 
Co., Ltd (BGI Co., Ltd, Singapore). The mRNA was enriched with oligo(dT)-attached magnetic beads. After 
purification, mRNA was cut into smaller fragments, and reverse transcription of cDNA was initiated by a ran-
dom N6 primer. A-tailing Mix and RNA Index Adapters were ligated to the ends of cDNA fragments. Ligation 
products were then purified and amplified by PCR and validated for quality control. Reads were generated on 
the BGIseq500 platform (BGI) after the heating denaturation of PCR products. RNA-seq reads were mapped to 
the reference  genome74. Gene expression levels were quantified using RSEM  software75. The changes in gene ex-
pressions were determined by comparing treatments (radioresistance EMT6 cells) with control (parental EMT6 
cells) groups. Genes of interest were selected based on the expression of more than 10 for further validation us-
ing RT-PCR. The differential molecular pathways regulated by  EMT6RR_MJI cells versus parental EMT6 cells were 
analysed and identified by KEGG Pathway Classification  analysis19.

Gene expression analysis of shortlisted genes using RT‑PCR. Based on NGS results, 21 genes were identified with 
fold changes at cut-off of ten (16 expressed in both parental EMT6 and  EMT6RR_MJI, while 5 genes expressed only 
in  EMT6RR_MJI cells). Primer sequences for all genes were presented in Supplementary Table S1. One-step RT-
PCR method (Bioline SensiFAST™ SYBR® NO-ROX kit) was used according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Bio-
line, UK). The reaction mix composition was listed in Supplementary Table S2. Genes detected by Biorad CFX96 
instrument (Bio-rad, USA) and PCR cycle conditions were listed in Supplementary Table S3. Gene expression 
was analysed as fold change using DeltaDeltaCT to the housekeeping gene.

Comparison of protein analysis between  EMT6RR_MJI with parental cells. Total protein was 
extracted from both cells using radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) lysis buffer (Abcam, UK). Protein con-
centrations were determined using a Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). An equal 
amount of protein from both cells was separated using 12% SDS–polyacrylamide gel and transferred onto a 
nitrocellulose membrane. The blotted membranes were blocked with Tris-buffered saline containing 5% non-
fat milk to avoid nonspecific binding sites before the addition of primary antibodies i.e., anti-PD1 (EPR20665, 
1:1000, Abcam, UK), anti-CTLA4 (CAL49, 1:1000, Abcam, UK), and anti-beta-actin (EPR21241, 1:5000, Abcam, 
UK). Beta-actin served as an internal control. After 24 h of incubation at 4 °C, the membrane was incubated 
again for 1 h with secondary antibody i.e., Immunoglobulin G (IgG) (1:100,000, Abcam, UK) at room tempera-
ture. Finally, the proteins were detected using Enhanced Chemiluminescence (ECL) Substrate Kit (Abcam, UK).

Statistical analysis. Each experiment was carried out in triplicates and data was expressed as mean ± stand-
ard deviation. Unpaired t-test and one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni multiple comparison test were used to ana-
lyse data obtained from clonogenic and RT PCR assays, respectively. Significance was set at p < 0.05. Statistical 
analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows version 23 (IBM Corp. in Armonk, NY) and 
graphs were generated with GraphPad Prism version 8.0 for Windows (San Diego, California USA).

Data availability
The datasets generated in the current study are available in the National Centre for Biotechnology Information 
(NCBI) repository database with accession number of PRJNA881849 (https:// www. ncbi. nlm. nih. gov/ search/ 
all/? term= PRJNA 881849).
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